Fabrication of graphene oxide nanosheets incorporated monolithic column via one-step room temperature polymerization for capillary electrochromatography.
Graphene oxide (GO) has received great interest for its unique properties and potential diverse applications. Here, we show the fabrication of GO nanosheets incorporated monolithic column via one-step room temperature polymerization for capillary electrochromatography (CEC). GO is attractive as the stationary phase for CEC because it provides not only ionized oxygen-containing functional groups to modify electroendoosmotic flow (EOF) but also aromatic macromolecule to give hydrophobicity and π-π electrostatic stacking property. Incorporation of GO into monolithic column greatly increased the interactions between the tested neutral analytes (alkyl benzenes and polycyclic aromatics) and the stationary phase and significantly improved their CEC separation. Baseline separation of the tested neutral analytes on the GO incorporated monolithic column was achieved on the basis of typical reversed-phase separation mechanism. The precision (relative standard deviation (RSD), n = 3) of EOF was 0.3%, while the precision of retention time, peak area, and peak height for the tested neutral analytes were in the range of 0.4-3.0%, 0.8-4.0%, and 0.8-4.9%, respectively. In addition, a set of anilines were well separated on the GO incorporated monolith. The GO incorporated monolithic columns are promising for CEC separation.